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THE END OF THE POST-9/11 SINO-U.S. HONEYMOON  
 “In the foreseeable future ... the U.S.-Japanese alliance will act as a propellant of, rather than as a cap on,  

Japan’s military development. At least as far as China is concerned, the 
bright side of the U.S.-Japanese alliance seems to be gone.” 

 
—Wu Xinbo on the increasingly wary Chinese view of the U.S.-Japanese alliance 

 

• Suisheng Zhao evaluates the Chinese government’s ability to manipulate—and control—nationalism 

• Evan S. Medeiros assesses whether U.S.-China strategic hedging foretells regional rivalry and instability 

• Kurt Campbell and Richard Weitz identify the limits of military cooperation to improve U.S.-China relations 

• Flynt Leverett and Jeffrey Bader highlight the need to manage U.S.-China energy competition in the Middle East 

 

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE  
“Going on the offensive against Iran and Syria ... would be a much less effective and much more costly strategy 

than a containment policy. In fighting transnational insurgencies, history strongly  
suggests that defense trumps offense.”  

 
—Paul Staniland on how to defeat transnational insurgencies 

 

PLUS:  

• Derek Chollet and James M. Goldgeier identify the false premises behind calls for a new Marshall Plan  

• Robin Niblett suggests that the constitutional crisis may strengthen the EU, increasing its global engagement  

• Regina Karp traces Germany’s present-day reemergence as a more active and independent global player  

• Sarah E. Mendelson and Theodore P. Gerber recommend reorienting Western democracy assistance to Russia 

• Daniel Brumberg argues that political reform is more urgent than promoting moderate Islam in the Arab world  

 

Copies of these articles are available at WWW.TWQ.COM. Contact information for authors is available on request. 


